LITERACY SKILLS
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WHY IS LITERACY
IMPORTANT ?
Knowing how to read and write
paves the way to success in
school that will build
self-confidence and will motivate
your child to set high
expectations.

People read and write for many different
reasons:
✓For pleasure and interest
✓To keep in touch with family and friends
✓To obtain and use information that will
help them solve problems and make
choices and decisions
✓To learn about the world and to
communicate their thoughts to others
✓For work purposes
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STAGES OF LITERACY
•
•
•
•

Emergent- Approximate Grade Levels K-1
Beginning -Approximate Grade Levels K-2
Transitional-Approximate Grade Levels 1-4
Intermediate/Fluent/Advanced-Approximate
Grade Levels 4-12+
Dr. Bear Synchrony of literacy…

EMERGENT STAGE
(PREK-1)

• Develop an interest in reading and writing
• Acquire concepts about print
• Develop book-handling skills
• Learn to identify the alphabet
• Develop handwriting skills
• Learn to read and write some high frequency
words
• Begin to be aware that print carries a message
• Know some sounds and names of the letters of
the alphabet
• Locate some known words
• Depend heavily on picture clues
• Recognize the difference between a letter and a
word
• Begin to use pattern and repetition of text to
read
• Use some letter sounds (beginning/ending)
• Begin to use known, high frequency words to
monitor reading
• Respond to texts by linking meaning with their
own experience
•

BEGINNING STAGE

• Learn phonics skills
• Recognize 20-100 high frequency words
• Apply reading strategies
• Write five or more sentences, sometimes organized in
paragraph form
• Spell phonetically
• Spell 20-50 high frequency words
• Use capital letters to begin sentences
• Use punctuation marks to indicate the end of sentences
• Re-read own writing
• Make predictions and confirm or revise them while
reading
• Recognize the importance of monitoring reading for
understanding
• Use familiar parts of words (beginning, middle, end) to
problem-solve unknown words
• Know a large core of high frequency words automatically
• Read many punctuation marks appropriately
• Read most texts with phrasing and fluency
• Begin to read a greater variety of longer and more
complex texts (fictional and informational)
• Attend more to story structure and literary language
• Engage in discussions about what is read

TRANSITIONAL STAGE
Although they still rely on teacher support, they are working toward reading
independently
Use basic sight word vocabulary of at least 100 words with automaticity
Can confidently read one-syllable, short-vowel words using consonant blends and
digraphs
Ability to orchestrate decoding and comprehension strategies (uses multiple sources of
information at unknown words, uses prediction frequently and confirms or rejects while
reading, monitors and self corrects on familiar text, uses larger word parts for problem
solving words, becomes familiar with story structure and characteristics)
Recognize word families in isolation and in texts
Read developed texts
Enjoy reading longer and more complex texts
Engage in conversations about what they read
Reading fluency rate increases sharply

INTERMEDIATE/FLUENT/ADVANCED STAGE
• Read fluently and with expression
• Recognize most one-syllable words automatically and can decode other words
efficiently
• Use decoding and comprehension strategies effectively
• Write well developed, multi-paragraph compositions
• Write stories, reports, letters, and other genres
• Spell most high-frequency word correctly
• Use capital letters and punctuation marks correctly most of the time
• Read fluently with increased speed (100+ wpm), accuracy, and proper
expression
• Read longer text in a variety of genres
• Continue to study the meaning connection of spelling and vocabulary
• Understand meaning changes when prefixes and suffixes are added to words
• Develop competency with knowing when and how to use effective
comprehension strategies based on text structure
• Understand basic and more complex syllable patterns
• Evaluate and critique text
• Able to retell main ideas or events as well as provide supporting details from
both narrative and expository texts

GOOD READERS NEED
1.) Precise academic
expectations and instruction
2.) A purpose
3.) Relevant assignments
4. ) Consistent routine
5. ) Confidence in their ability
6. ) Clear reading guidelines
7.) A chance to learn and
interact together
8.) A safe place to make
mistakes

THE FIVE PILLARS OF READING
1.

Phonological Awareness, is experimenting with
and recognizing the sounds made by letters
and words, independent of their textual
representations.

2.

Phonics studies, where children learn to
match those letters with the sounds
(phonemes) they have already discovered.

3.

Fluency-The ability to read with accuracy, and
with appropriate rate, expression, and
phrasing

4.

Comprehension-The understanding of meaning
in text.

5.

Vocabulary-The knowledge of words, their
definitions, and context.

IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT FLUENCY
Fluency is important because it
provides a bridge between word
recognition and comprehension.
Repeated and monitored oral
reading improves reading fluency
and overall reading achievement.
Attention to fluency is often
neglected in reading instruction.

Why Fluency is Important
More fluent readers focus their
attention on making connections
among the ideas in a text and
between these ideas and their
background knowledge. Therefore,
they are able to focus on
comprehension.
Less fluent readers must focus
their attention primarily on
decoding and accessing the
meaning of individual words.
Therefore, they have little
attention left for comprehending
the text

VOCABULARY
Word Games!
Guess my Word – Give your child a clue
to a word you are think of… “ It rhymes
with”, “It starts with”
Beach Ball words- Write words on a
beach ball and toss the ball to your
child, have them read, define, use the
word in a sentence
Show and Tell – Give your child a
whiteboard and a marker. Call out a
word and have your child write it/ draw
it for you
Newspaper/ Magazine word- Give your
child a highlighter a then call out a word
have them hunt through the paper or
magazine and highlight the word when it
is found

How Vocabulary is Learned
Indirectly. Children learn the
meanings of most words indirectly,
through everyday experiences with
oral and written language--e.g.,
through conversations with adults,
through being read to, and through
reading extensively on their own.
Directly. Children learn vocabulary
directly when they are explicitly
taught both individual words and
word-learning strategies.
Simply using the word lists supplied in
textbooks does not necessarily
accomplish this task.

COMPREHENSION
Comprehension is the reason for
reading. If readers can read the
words but do not understand what
they are reading, they are not
really reading.
Instruction in comprehension can
help students understand what
they read, remember what they
read, and communicate with others
about what they read.

Key Comprehension Strategies
Monitoring comprehension
Using graphic and semantic
organizers
Answering questions
Generating questions
Recognizing story structure
(and other text structures)
Summarizing

HOW TO READ WITH A
BEGINNING
READER
▪ Complete a picture walk before
reading

▪Make predictions
▪Read a word or sentence and have
your child repeat it
▪Take turns reading a page or sentence
▪Talk about the story as you read it,
make predictions, ask questions, relate
the story to your everyday life
▪Reread the story- rereading a story
builds reading fluency

CHOOSING JUST RIGHT BOOKS
Each day, students need to practice
reading independently at a level that
they can read and understand
fluently. Reading to your child or
partner reading with your child is also
a good way for your child to enjoy
reading.
I PICK Good-Fit Books:
I choose a book.
Purpose-why do I want to read it?
Interest-Does it interest me?
Comprehend-Am I understanding
what I am reading?
Know-I know most of the words. (Use
the '3 finger' rule to test for difficulty.)

Your child should be able to tell
you how to use the "5 Finger Rule"
and "I PICK" criteria for choosing
'JUST RIGHT' books.

CHILDREN ARE MADE
READERS ON THE LAPS OF
THEIR PARENTS. —EMILIE
BUCHWALD
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